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Real estate & banking
Private sector leads the economic renaissance
In a country of 90 million where some 800,000 marry every
year, demand for housing is high at all income levels. It is a
challenge higlighted by numerous leading real estate companies and analysts. The government has promised to provide 1
million new housing units in the next five
The central bank years and new rules that will allow the
state to contribute land to new developaims to ensure
ments against a share of the revenue are
credibility and
set to give yet another boost to the sector.
inclusion via
Another testament to Egypt’s economic
renaissance is that investment in office
regulation,
and commercial property is also growing.
transparency
It is estimated that 20% of the projects
and disclosure
currently in development concern offices
and retail spaces. Meanwhile, in banking, Moody’s recently upgraded its outlook for Egypt’s banking
system, stating: “We expect [it] will benefit from improved
operating conditions, resulting in rising consumer confidence
and business investments, which in turn will support loan
growth and asset quality.” The challenge now for the Central
Bank of Egypt is to maintain growth and price stability, which it
has pledged to do through continued regulation, transparency
and disclosure to ensure credibility, and financial inclusion. l
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SECON
Building progress
Founded in 1975 as a real estate development company with the
governments of both Saudi Arabia and Egypt holding equal shares,
the Saudi Egyptian Construction Company (Secon) stands as an
example of successful collaboration between nations. Its chief
executive officer Darwish Hassanain believes Secon is “now ready to step forward
and increase the value of investment”
by inviting collaboration with the private
sector – a step that will be vital to Egypt’s
development and its successful future.
Indeed, Secon continues to build on its
success. In 2008 it introduced the tourism
segment into its business. While Secon is
completing various major projects, such
Darwish Hassanain,
as the two towers under development in
CEO of Secon
Maadi (Cairo), which include development
of a five-star Hilton hotel, three major projects totaling more than
100 acres are also in the works. And turnover is quick with these
projects, which are to be completed in three years. One of Egypt’s
strengths, according to Mr. Hassanain, is its potential: he points
out that 90 million Egyptians live on only 7% of the land, which
equals lots of opportunity, especially in terms of real estate. “We
have a wide area for investment,” he says. l
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Egyptian holding targets African expansion
One of the fastest growing companies in Egypt is taking its development acumen further into Africa

C

reated in 1994 as a small private sector
company representing multinational
enterprises in the telecommunications and infrastructure businesses,
over the years Wadi Degla Holding
has expanded and diversified its business portfolio
substantially. Today, it has more than 12,000 employees working in various sectors and a turnover
topping $800 million a year.
Primarily, Wadi Degla Holding has 13 luxurious
sporting clubs – five are in operation, and another
eight under construction – complete with soccer
pitches, squash courts, tennis courts, and swimming pools, as well as restaurants and cafés. The
clubs are linked to prestigious multinational sports
teams; the club’s soccer academy is licensed by the
UK’s Arsenal Soccer Schools. And in addition to its
135,000 square meter space in Maadi, the company
plans to develop more sports clubs in greater Cairo
and Alexandria.
Beyond its sports club business, Wadi Degla is one
of the major real estate developers in Egypt and currently operates a portfolio of 17 real estate projects.
Since 2004, it has been acquiring land and turning

have had local experience of these
it into residential homes in Cairo and
countries, having worked there for
seaside properties in places such as
more than 12 years now with our
Ain Sokhna and the northern Alextelecom infrastructure company.”
andrian coast. As testament to Wadi
One of Wadi Degla’s competitive
Degla’s brand power, between 60%
advantages is EgyPro, its contracting
and 65% of its real estate sales comes
division, which allows it to construct
from members of its sports clubs.
quickly, efficiently, and at a comAfter cultivating desert land in
petitive cost. It also helps that the
Wadi el Gedid for the past five years,
company is highly committed to its
the Egyptian conglomerate’s agriculcorporate social responsibility, and
ture arm has begun exporting some
is expanding its business in order to
of its agricultural products to Europe.
AB Samy
generate employment and support
At present, Wadi Degla is in the
Chairman of
the vision of the Egyptian president.
process of replicating the models it
Wadi Degla Holding
In fact, one of the chairman’s main
has in place in Egypt and expanding
them to other parts of Africa. “We have bought two objectives was to participate in the Suez Canal
pieces of land in Nairobi, Kenya, and we are going project, “financially, but also with our hearts and
to develop the first sporting clubs there,” explains minds,” says Mr. Samy.
Looking forward, the company plans to expand
AB Samy, chairman of Wadi Degla Holding. “We
are acquiring similar plots in Lagos, Nigeria, and into the education business and is currently negoin Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. We have also acquired tiating with renowned universities worldwide. As
land in Dubai where we are going to expand our was the case with its sports facilities, Mr. Samy
sporting club business. In East African countries, hopes that this will further contribute to the value
like Nigeria or Ethiopia, economies are growing. We Wadi Degla brings to the country. l
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Capital Business Park opened
its doors this September in
Sheikh Zayed City
The Dorra Group has brought ‘a piece of Dubai’ to Egypt with their distinguished,
highly sought after development offering exclusive office and retail spaces

A

nyone familiar with Cairo’s highly celebrated Four Seasons Hotel at The First
Residence, the prestigious American
International School West Campus, and
a handful of exclusive residential gated
communities to the west and east of the capital will
know that the name behind superb Egyptian real
estate developments and construction is the Dorra
Group. Headed by chairman engineer Hassan Dorra
and the Dorra brothers Mohamed and Omar – grandsons of the founder, the late engineer Mohammed
Hassan Dorra – the company has been synonymous
with Egyptian real estate development and construction since 1943. With dozens of achievements under
its belt not only in Egypt, but also in Qatar, Saudi
Arabia and the UAE, the Dorra Group has unveiled
what may possibly be its most exciting development
to date: Capital Business Park. It is a project that
will be highly influential in shaping Egypt’s future
business environment.
Described by the company as “the first professional business park in Egypt,” the complex undoubtedly
brings the gleaming distinction, glamour and detail
that have become a trademark of Dubai to Egypt.
“Capital Business Park is of a multinational, stateof-the-art standard,” says Omar Dorra, managing
director of Dorra Developments, the real estate
development arm of Dorra Group. “It truly places
Egypt’s commercial property standards on the map
and you cannot help but feel you are in Dubai.”
When asked what makes it different, he replies:
“Everything! From the architectural design and
finishing, convenience of services, the retail promenade with its product mix to the overall spirit, it is
all in the details. Here in Egypt, this project is a true
demonstration of our development and construction
dominance, bringing together quality, masonry and
operational excellence and showcasing the fully integrated disciplines we as Dorra Group have across
the real estate development process.”

The Dorra Group is also building
various exceptional residential
and commercial properties
outside Egypt
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Omar Dorra, Managing Director of Dorra Developments

The Dorra Group brought in engineers, consultants
and architects from Dubai, England and the Middle
East to realize their vision of a stunningly designed
complex that local and international firms and corporations will be proud to call home in Sheikh Zayed
City. For Omar Dorra and his family, developing
properties such as Capital Business Park and the
American International School means building and
retaining assets for their company as well. “We said
let’s use our competitive advantage of being our own
contractors, developers and self-financiers and combine that know-how for ourselves,” he explains. “We
also have a great responsibility to our communities
in Sheikh Zayed City and want to continue offering
them a broad spectrum of developments that play
an integral part in their daily lives, providing them
the standard, quality, value and trust they need.”
Elsewhere within the Gulf, moving away from real
estate developments, the Dorra Group is undertaking
one of the world’s largest mixed-use construction
projects, called Vendome Mall, in the entertainment
city of Lusail in Qatar. In Saudi Arabia, the group has
begun working on the extension of the Holy Mosque
in Mecca, as well as the much-needed re-zoning
plans of the holy city of Madinah. l

Q&A
Omar Dorra, managing director of Dorra Developments, explains that foreign investors who can get
past Egyptian bureaucracy will find it worthwhile.
Is there any sign that red tape is being reduced
by the government?
The new investment law, the new strategic plan,
in my opinion is still not set in stone and is slightly
impulsive, so I will believe it when I see it. For this
law to have a positive and transformative effect,
the mentalities, progressive thinking and decisionmaking process have to be changed and adapted
first and foremost, so that an effective and committed change can take place. The government is
extremely committed and working very hard on
handling the turbulence and restructuring of our
country. All of the ministers have been carefully
selected for the betterment and re-establishment
of Egypt’s tomorrow; it is unfortunate that there is
still a series of setbacks obstructing their strategy
from assertively moving forward.
We have an abundance of land in Egypt, great
opportunities outside Cairo to develop, a private
sector rich with capable developers and contractors, who are backed by a very healthy workforce,
and the financial instruments and capability is there
in our banking system only to be matched by an
organic demand in the property market. So there
should be no issue moving ahead, yet we regress
and complain of the housing deficit. The problem
lies within the administrative tiers of our system
and the highly centralized empowerment given to
them that can be overwhelming and bureaucratic.
What would be your message to investors?
I will echo my father’s words here as his wisdom,
business savvy and attentiveness have steered
the direction of our group today. We need foreign
investors to bring their innovative services and
know-how, especially in education, schools, universities, and hospitals. Egypt is still a very fertile
and highly profitable place to do business with the
right partners, and when the outcome is delivered
to a high standard and quality, the end result is not
only very profitable and satisfying, but also opens up
a wealth of opportunities this country has to offer. l
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2015 is a banner year for Palm Hills Developments
and Egypt’s private sector renaissance
A record year is taking shape for sales and profits

D

espite the fact that it has only just
celebrated its 10th anniversary, Palm
Hills Developments already has one of
the largest land banks in Egypt, which
stands at 24 million square meters.
The company partners with top names in construction, such as Orascom, Dorra, Redcon and Hassan
Allam Sons, for example, to carry out its projects,
which are mostly located in the western and eastern
suburbs of Cairo as well as on the North Coast.
Tarek Abdel Rahman, co-chief executive officer of
Palm Hills Developments, speaks about the company’s success and offers his views on the Egyptian
government’s initiatives to simplify investments
and facilitate the private sector’s involvement in the
country’s growth.
Tell us a little bit about the company’s growth to
date and its plans for the future.
In 2008 we held our first initial public offering. At
that time, we were probably the largest real estate

regard, they are putting together simpler tax laws, what is supposed to be
a simpler investment law, and new
real estate regulations. So on multiple
fronts, the government is working to
make it easier for the private sector
to invest in the country.
For example the highest tax bracket will be 22.5%, which is down from
30%, and is a big encouragement for
the private sector to continue investTarek Abdel Rahman,
ing in the country.
Co-CEO of Palm Hills
We were very impressed by the
Developments
Sharm el-Sheikh conference. I am
like most people who think that, with respect to the
memorandums of understanding that are being
How do you feel about the new investment law?
We are very hopeful. I think one of the most im- signed – while a lot of them have actually transportant directions the government is taking is its de- lated into contracts – the most important thing
pendence on the private sector to lead the economy. was signaling to the world that the government
We believe that the private sector is a true engine is willing to do what it takes to open the country
for economic growth in a country like Egypt. In that again for investment. l
company in Egypt in terms of land.
From 2008 to 2010, the company was
doing very well, apart a small period
because of the financial crisis. Then
2011 was the revolution, which affected the real estate sector, and
the company suffered for a couple
of years.
Our comeback was in 2013. We
did very well in 2014, and 2015 will
probably be a record year for the
company in terms of sales, profitability, units handed over construction,
you name it.
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Bank Audi Egypt, Unsurpassed growth in tough times
Doubling in size and keeping momentum going as one of the top private sector banks in Egypt

A

s the leading bank in its native Lebanon,
Bank Audi Group entered the Egyptian
market in 2005 and backed a new management team that has transformed
the bank exponentially and in every
way, while consistently increasing net profits, assets,
loans, deposits and shareholder funds in addition
to aiding the Egyptian economy by now employing
more than 1,000 staff. Starting as an investment in a
tiny and static domestic bank of just three branches,
zero ATMs and EGP 354 million in total assets, it
has grown into a well-positioned network of 34
branches, over 100 ATMs and EGP 38 billion in total
assets. In under 10 years this carefully structured
performance has skyrocketed Bank Audi into a
major and professionally recognized player in the
Egyptian banking market and, as per its vision, a
financial services partner of choice, says chairman
and MD, Hatem Sadek.
The bank now plays an important international role
for Egypt as part of the Bank Audi Group, a top 10
MENA regional player, which also operates in Turkey
and has European presence in France and Switzerland. Despite the volatility of the domestic Egyptian

would be a challenge for any wellmarket due to political uncertainties
established bank, let alone through
during the past five years, Bank Audi
times of crisis. Bank Audi, he adds,
Egypt doubled in size from EGP 15
is focused on building its intangible
billion in 2010 to EGP 30.5 billion in
assets, from its client relationship
2014 in total assets. Mr. Sadek, who
footprint to brand reputation, which
has been at the helm since the outset,
are what he believes are the keys to
credits this expansion to maintaining
the bank’s sustainable future, along
an impressive portfolio risk quality,
with carefully developing a balanced
whilst building the business sustainplatform of operational, technical
ably and becoming a more complete
and service excellence. Indeed, Bank
financial services institution to its
customers. This has included the Hatem Sadek, Managing Audi Egypt forecasts increasing its
implementation of a segmentation Director and Chairman of estimated 2015 total assets of around
Bank Audi Egypt
EGP 38 billion to EGP 70 billion in
strategy throughout its core business
2018 by growing its franchise value
and retail banking activities, whilst
adding an SME base, offering a broader range of in- of existing businesses and opening an average of
novative services, including structured and mortgage six new branches and 26 ATMs each year.
According to Mr. Sadek, Bank Audi has doubled
finance, premiere and Islamic banking, and card
and e-channel services. All the while the bank has once before and it is well-positioned to repeat this
remained customer-centric in its approach and fo- thanks to an improving outlook for the Egyptian marcuses on its delivery of professional quality services. ket. “We see a lot of opportunities in Egypt,” he says,
The bank’s success, says Mr. Sadek, lies not only “based on the success story of overcoming adversiin its remarkable growth but in maintaining “high ties, our high quality team of dedicated managers
quality risk and financial management,” which and staff and our shareholders’ commitment.” l

HDB expands as Egypt’s growing market spurs
growth in its banking sector
‘Very positive progress’ at the Housing and Development Bank (HDB) reflects buoyant business activities

T

his year heralds a new Egypt in many
ways. The country’s economy is recovering, and even growing. In March,
President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi hosted the Egypt Economic Development
Conference (EEDC) in Sharm el-Sheikh, an
event that was attended by more than 1,700
investors, government officials and other delegates, including such illustrious attendees as
Christine Lagarde of the IMF. Its aim was to
declare Egypt open for business, and to mark
it as a country fertile and eager for sustainable
growth. Another major event for Egypt was the
re-opening in August of the “new” Suez Canal,
a multi-year project for the Canal’s expansion.
These are great opportunities for the growth
of the Egyptian market, according to Fathy
El-Sebai Mansour, chairman of the Housing
and Development Bank (HDB), who highlights
that they present opportunities to create more
businesses and to partner with more investors,
be they domestic or foreign. Furthermore, new

of Housing, had a mandate to
laws highlighted at the EEDC will
improve the supply and demand
make it easier and more secure to
for housing in the Egyptian real
invest in Egypt, helping investors
estate market. In 2003, the bank
directly so that “they have the
was restructured to operate as a
laws that protect their investconventional bank.
ments,” Mr. Mansour says.
Now HDB has expanded and
As with any rising economy,
comprises two divisions: bankthe banking sector becomes
ing and investments. The bank
increasingly vital for financing
is doing well with this format,
businesses so they can improve
according to Mr. Mansour, and
and expand. “The banks are very
there is “very positive progress
important for growing with the
market, progress, and business Fathy El-Sebai Mansour, in terms of volume of business.”
Plus the dividends delivered to
development in general,” comChairman of HDB
shareholders are high, as is the
ments Mr. Mansour.
HDB anticipates positive resonance in the level of returns the company is making through
near future, “growing with our businesses its development arm. Egypt’s economy is
and increasing our loan portfolio by granting growing, and its banking sector along with it.
finances to all these new activities,” says the Mr. Mansour has worked in other, wealthier
markets, but, as he puts it, “Egypt is a wonbank’s chairman.
In its earlier incarnation, HDB, which was derful market. It is much wider; it is very big
founded in 1979 as a subsidiary of the Ministry and profitable.” l
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